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Login into your 
account through 
our homepage.

Log into your account
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https://www.barbour.info/


You can build legal registers in three ways using Barbour:
1. You can mirror or copy what you have in your existing legal register
2. You can select documents using the Barbour service
3. You can use our prepopulated lists

How to use legal registers
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Mirroring your existing 
legal register
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Begin by typing the title of the item of legislation you wish to add. For this 
example we have used ‘Manual handling operations Regulations 1992’.

Mirroring your existing legal register
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From the filter option, type of content, select ‘Legislation’ and then click 
‘Update’.

Mirroring your existing legal register
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The item of legislation you will look for, in this example ‘Manual handling 
operations Regulations 1992’, will appear on the results page.

Mirroring your existing legal register
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Once you have your document click ‘Save’ and you can either add this to a 
folder you have already created by clicking ‘Copy’, or click ‘Add folder’ and 
create a new folder for this document.
We recommend adding your initials at the end of your folder so if you share it, 
people will know it is yours.

Mirroring your existing legal register
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You can repeat this process for the rest of your documents by clicking ‘Search’
in the top right hand corner.

Once the document is in your folder you will be notified by email of any 
changes that are made.

Mirroring your existing legal register
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Filling the gaps using 
the Barbour service
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You can use our service to fill in the gaps in your legal register. You can do 
this by heading to ‘Explore content’, ‘Topics’ and clicking ‘Explore more’.

Filling the gaps using the Barbour service
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This gives you a full A-Z of all the topics that we cover. You can use this 
feature in one of three ways.
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



You can use click on the menu on the left hand side of your screen, which lists 
topic titles. Doing this will display the subtitles within this topic area.
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



You can select a letter at the top of the page to narrow down your topic search. 
Ensure you have selected ‘All Topics’ otherwise this will not work.
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



Finally, you can use the search bar at the top of the page to search for the topic 
of your interest.
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



Once you have found your chosen topic, click it and you will be redirected to the 
topic overview. Here you will find a summary of the topic along with other 
resources you can use.
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



You can click ‘Key documents’ and navigate to all documents related to this topic 
which is a great way to find documents you may have missed. You can add them by 
clicking ‘Save’ and adding them to the appropriate folder. 
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Filling the gaps using the Barbour service



Barbour prepopulated 
lists
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You can use our prepopulated lists to build your own legal register with 
ease. You can do this by selecting ‘Barbour legal registers & curated lists’ 
from the menu as shown above.

Barbour prepopulated lists
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You can use our prepopulated lists to build your own legal register with 
ease. You can select ‘Environment by Topic’, ‘Health & Safety by Topic’ or 
‘Health & Safety by Industry’.

Barbour prepopulated lists
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You can select documents based on region within the UK. Once you have 
found the documents you wish to add to your legal register, you can either 
‘Save’ to a folder you have created, or click ‘Create new folder’ and save 
them there.

Barbour prepopulated lists
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My documents and 
legal registers
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When you have built your legal register, you can find them within ‘My 
documents and legal registers’.

My documents and legal registers
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You can click on your built legal register and expand it to find the documents 
you have placed within these folders.

My documents and legal registers
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You have the option to ‘Rename Folder’, edit your ‘Privacy Settings’ to allow 
others to view or edit your legal register, or simply ‘Delete’ the folder and all of 
its contents.

My documents and legal registers
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You can alter the status of this document depending on how compliant you are. 
Green if you are fully compliant, Amber if you are partially compliant and Red if 
you are not. You can also select a document as Important or not.

My documents and legal registers
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You also have the option to edit each piece of legislation or guidance you add to 
your legal register. You can ‘Comment’ on documents, ‘Delete’, ‘Move’, or 
‘Duplicate’ documents to move them into other folders.

My documents and legal registers
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If you choose to ‘Comment’ on an item within your legal register. This drop 
down will appear below it. You can type your comment and press ‘Post’ for this 
comment to be recorded. You can also ‘Add column’ should you wish to break 
these comments up.

My documents and legal registers
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Downloading your legal 
register
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You can click ‘Download folder’ to download your legal register into an excel 
spreadsheet. The excel file will include the status, folder name, document title 
and comments. This is great for auditors to show them if you are compliant.

Downloading your legal register
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Sharing your legal 
register
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Earlier we mentioned if you edit your ‘Privacy Settings’, you can share your legal 
register with others. We are going to show you how you can do that.

Sharing your legal register
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By clicking the button in the top right hand corner to ‘Shared’, a list of all users 
you have given a login to will appear. Here you can select which users can ‘View 
folder’, ‘View & add comment’ or ‘Edit folder’. When you are finished, click 
‘Update settings’ to update what users have access. For legal registers we 
recommend ‘View Only’ as this will ensure nothing is accidently deleted.

Sharing your legal register
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New & updated 
documents
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For documents that have been updated within the legal registers you have 
created, they’re added to this folder at the top of the page. If you do not see 
this folder then none of your documents have been updated.

New & updated documents
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Another easy way to tell if your documents have been updated, is with this Red 
dot by ‘My documents & Barbour legal registers’.

New & updated documents
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Clicking on a document within this folder will direct to a page like this. You can 
see from the menu on the left that there is a clear summary detailing what the 
changes are, what they mean, when they have been made and who this affects. 
This makes it easier for you to determine if this update affects your business.

New & updated documents
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When a document has been updated, you can click ‘Comment’ and make a note  
that this document that there has been an updated by clicking ‘Post’.

New & updated documents
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If the document is still relevant to you, you can either hold your mouse over the 
title and this will tell you what folder this belongs in. Or, you can select ‘More’
and then ‘Move’. The popup box on the right will appear and the folder it was 
previously in will be highlighted in green.

New & updated documents
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Upon clicking ‘Move’, your document will move to the folder it was previously 
in.

New & updated documents
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Thank you

If you would like any further assistance, please get in touch:
help@barbour-ehs.com
0845 711 4111
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